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Tired of having to contain your hidden urge to fart and finger-pick? Can't get enough of foul food and

flies? Get ready to gross out all of your friends with these hysterically nauseating facts about all

things gross and gruesome. Bringing together the slimiest, smelliest, and stickiest topics imaginable,

That's Gross, is chock-full of foul facts that are guaranteed to make your stomach churn. Each

chapter is packed with icky information, wacky and colorful pictures, and sickening sidebarsthat will

make you say "That's Gross!" Hold on to your stomach while we explore the world of barf, bugs,

boogers, and other things your parents won't like.With lively and humorous prose, high-interest

subjects, and truly disgusting photos, this book will have kids glued to the page while they learn the

facts, history and scientific details of "eww". Kids will be so captivated by the gross-out factor that

they won't even realize how much they're learning. They might even discover that these

skin-crawling truths are just a part of everyday life! Chapters include:Â â€¢ The History of

GrossnessÂ â€¢ Your Abominable BodyÂ â€¢ Gross AnimalsÂ â€¢ Gross BugsÂ â€¢ Dead

ThingsÂ â€¢ Gross Around the WorldÂ â€¢ Gross Pop CultureÂ â€¢ Everyday GrossnessÂ â€¢

Gross FunÂ â€¢ Glossary of GrossOther elements include the "Happy Place," featuring adorable

baby animals just in case the grossness is too overwhelming; a "Gag Gauge" to rank the level of

grossness of each topic; plus gross experiments, games, and more.Releases simultaneously in
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What seven-year-old boy I wouldn't love a book like this? He giggled and laughed like all young

boys would reading about gross disgusting things. His four-year-old sister, as expected, was entirely

grossed out Mission accomplished!

Fun and kid friendly, but not a basic reader either. Have become a fan of the different Nat Gep

books for kids.

I ordered this book for my 7-year-old nephew as a gift. He is at an age where 'gross' is totally cool. I

started to glance through the book when it arrived...and ended up reading the whole thing. I just

could not stop. It was wonderfully GROSS. Thank you for making one little boy grossly happy!

10 yr old loves this book! He hasn't put it down since he got it and loves sharing his gross facts with

the whole family. Made him want to read which can be a struggle some days!

Such a fun book! Purchased for my 10 yr old boy, it has entertained kids from 3-12... and me... and

hubby! I have multiple of the Discovery kids books and they are all fantastic.Would be a great gift for

someone who has no idea what the child likes. You can't go wrong with it.

I bought this as a gift for my 11 year old son. He was not sure he'd like it but he read it out of

curiousity. Mission accomplished.

it has alot of gross interesting facts gross but cool to read and share with others and alot of the stuff

in the book you never heard of facts.

My son loves this book! I love anything that encourages reading. He's 9 and it's been a month since

he received it and he's still carrying it around, sharing all the facts he's learning!
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